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IN ARAB
CITIES

Abdulrahman
124 Alsoliman. Prayers Leave the Mosque. 1981. Oil on canvas. 101.2 x 75.8 cm. Image courtesy of the artist

To adequately understand contemporary art movements,
it is important to pinpoint the defining moments of our
cultural history that have informed them. In recent years,
long overdue scholarly attention has been devoted to the
nature and impact of different expressions of Modernism
in the Middle East. Here, we present an overview of the
main Arab schools of modernist art according to Sam
Bardaouil and Till Fellrath at Art Dubai, as well as a
selection of artworks from the Saqqakhaneh group in Iran
and a long-awaited retrospective on Paul Guiragossian at
the Barjeel Art Foundation, where curators Karim Sultan
and Mandy Merzaban reveal how significant modernism
was and how its legacy still resonates today.
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Boghossian Foundation.
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MODS AND ROCKERS

The centerpiece of this year’s Art Dubai Modern section, That Feverish Leap into the
Fierceness of Life showcased how art came alive in the Arab world of the mid-twentieth
century, an era of national independence. Typically Western-trained Arab artists sought
out vibrant scenes of everyday life while excavating the past for culturally specific stories.
Devised by influential curators Sam Bardaouil and Till Fellrath, and supported by the
MiSK Art Institute, Tim Cornwell discovers this ambitious show demonstrating the Arab
greats who rocked their world.
As an art movement, the parameters of
modernism are hopelessly broad, dating as far
back as 1850 in an all-encompassing embrace
that includes impressionists, surrealists and
abstract expressionists such as Claude Monet,
Salvador Dalí and Jackson Pollock (among
many others). An equally sweeping span of time
and place was present in this non-selling survey
of modern Arab art, comprising approximately
75 works on loan from 25 lenders in 15 cities.
It featured the diverse aesthetic concerns of
five groups clustered in five Arab cities over five
decades: from 1940s Cairo, through Baghdad,
Casablanca and Khartoum, to 1980s Riyadh.
“Though there has been a lot of scholarship
on Islamic or contemporary art from the region,
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this entire century has been largely neglected,”
Bardaouil said. Following the duo’s landmark
travelling exhibition Surrealism in Egypt: Art
et Liberté 1938–1948 (currently at Moderna
Museet), this show also incorporated the vision
of a transcultural paradigm that goes beyond
an Orientalist, postcolonial standpoint of EastWest rupture. “The core idea is that there is
not one Arab modernism – we are questioning
the notion of a monolithic modernism – in the
same sense that there isn’t one European or
American modernism,” Bardaouil continued.
By recognising these unique responses to a
global discourse on Modernism, Bardaouil
and Fellrath are positing a more dynamic,
inclusive framework of art history.

Faraj Abo. Untitled. 1963. Oil on paper. 45 x 33.5 cm. Image courtesy of Alia and Hussain Harba Collection, Iraq, Italy.
Photography by Edoardo Garis

Post-WW2,
Baghdad
brimmed
with
optimism. Referencing the pre-Islamic,
pre-Mongol, 13th-century Mesopotamian
tradition of depicting quotidian scenes by
painter Yahya ibn Mahmud al-Wasiti (in his
celebrated illustrations of the Maqamat
Al Hariri collection of stories), while also
striking a new chord, the Baghdad Group
for Modern Art – Jewad Selim and Shakir
Hassan Al Said at its heart – launched with
a founding 1951 manifesto. “If we fail to fulfill
ourselves through art, as through all other
realms of thought,” the document read, “we
won’t be able to make that feverish leap
into the fierceness of life.” The iconic phrase
gave the Art Dubai exhibition its name. “It’s
a title that we felt summarizes the dynamic
excitement of these different groups … and

their passionate embrace of art as a vehicle
for change,” said Bardouil.
The Baghdad group was something of a
family affair, with its first meeting in Jewad
Selim’s house including his sister Naziha,
his British-born wife and artist Lorna, and
his brother Nizar Selim, the artist, author
and critic, who would write the first book on
contemporary Iraqi art. The work of all four
featured in the show, depicting encounters
from the mosque to the marketplace, as well
as rituals of life and death. “One thing that
fascinates me about this group,” continued
Bardouil, “is how unique it was in terms of
looking at the past. They excavated history
not in order to confront national identity, but
to create a visual language in dialogue with
what was contemporary at the time.”
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Salim Al Habschi. Nostalgie 2. 1953. Oil on celotex board. 59 x 49 cm.
Image courtesy of Al Masar Gallery for Contemporary Art, Cairo

From the mid-1930s, several independent
artist groups formed to articulate a new
ethos that was opposed to the elitism
of the prevailing art institutions in Cairo.
Foremost among these during the 1940s
was the Contemporary Art Group, under the
innovative educator Hussein Youssef Amin,
around which coalesced artists, some still
in their teens, who were looking for a new
“Egyptian” art. The mood of change was
reinforced by the 1952 revolution of the
Free Officers’ Movement and the Gamal
Abdel Nasser nation-building project. “The
artists profoundly felt that the world was
changing and they had to change with it,”
said Bardaouil. “They were asking, ‘How can
we create art that is authentically Egyptian,
reflects our realities and speaks to people
on the streets?’ So they turned to popular
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Samir Rafi. Untitled. 1959. Black marker and coloured graphite on paper.
34.5 x 25.5 cm. Image courtesy of Ahmed Eldabaa collection.
Photography by Ayman Lotfy

arts and crafts, traditions and folklore,
the Pharaonic and the Islamic to create a
language inspired by the local vernacular.”
Classic examples of ancient Egyptian
motifs in the exhibition included Nostalgie 2
(1953) by Salim Al Habschi, the Indonesianborn artist better known as Mogli. The work
of Samir Rafi similarly references ancient
sculptural forms in strong modernist strokes,
indicative of artists reaching for a nationalist
language that was also infused with Cubism
and Surrealism. The strongest piece was
a signature work by Abdelhadi El Gazzar,
The Family (c.1953), depicting a male and
female figure fused at the hip, with primitivist
undertones. “The overall sentiment was not
about exalting the nation,” said Bardaouil,
“but about glorifying the Egyptian individual,
especially the poor and working classes."

The core idea
is that there is
not one Arab
modernism – we
are questioning
the notion of
a monolithic
modernism.
– Sam Bardaouil

Mohamed Hamidi. Untitled. c.1970. Mixed media on canvas. 100 x 80 cm.
Image courtesy of Loft Art Gallery, Casablanca

The Casablanca school hails from a different
universe in terms of palette and idiom. Here
was a distinctly, highly abstracted Moroccan
modernism with hardly any figuration. It
developed around the 1950 Casablanca École
des Beaux Arts, founded six years before
Morocco’s independence, where the artist
Farid Belkahia, known for his copper works
and animal skins, was director (1962–74). The
faculty reacted against the curriculum, then a
colonial import from École des Beaux-Arts in
Paris and the Renaissance tradition, where local
materials and motifs were merely considered
decorative craft. According to Bardouil,
“Belkahia and other teaching faculty and
artists came together and started ripping that
curriculum apart.” These revisionists travelled
the country exploring the marginalised ‘tribal’
arts, practices in tapestry and architecture

Mohammed Melehi. Untitled. 1976. Cellulose paint on panel. 100 x 59 cm.
Image courtesy of a private collection

still very much alive in Berber communities,
and began using wood and skin in their work
instead of canvas. In 1969, they famously
staged an exhibition by the popular trade route
and night market Djemaa’ El Fna in Marrakech,
in a public square near the snake-charmers
and spice-sellers. “It was about enriching the
artistic language with all these things that were
not allowed to be part of the canon of high art,”
Bardaouil added. All the stranger then, that
these wavy, abstract works are reminiscent
of psychedelic disco. The colours and
shapes reflect a grafting of traditional creative
expressions onto an international context, in
striking geometric works by artists such as
Mohamed Hamidi and Mohammed Melehi, a
key figure, whose untitled 1976 work signifies
a dynamic and contemporary response to
Arabic calligraphic gestures.
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Abdulhalim Radwi. Untitled. 1978. Oil on canvas. 102 x 76 cm.
Image courtesy of the artist

One of the exhibition’s most compelling
works was Abdulrahman Alsoliman’s The
Moon (1986). A rounded lunar bulb looms
large over an abstract city – quite possibly
Riyadh – with buildings and people seemingly
intertwined. Alongside it were the teeming,
swirling, powerfully unique canvases of
Abdulhalim Radwi, such as the churned-up
city spiralling inward to a mosque’s minaret.
It was Radwi who in 1965 staged what is
generally considered as the first exhibition
by the pioneers of Saudi painting, paving
the way for artists in the next decade.
“Radwi took a circular aesthetic approach,
with movement, energy and orbits around
Mecca or the stars, in a distinct language
that reduced realistic figures and forms into
a turbulent abstraction of sorts,” Bardaouil
explained. This contrasts with Mohammed
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Abdulrahman Alsoliman. The Moon. 1986. Oil on canvas. 85 x 80 cm.
Image courtesy of the artist

Alsaleem, a key figure, where horizontal lines
and desert landscapes were prominent.
In 1979, Alsaleem, established the Dar Al
Funoon Al Sa’udiyyah, the Saudi Art House,
which staged some 12 exhibitions in just
15 months. The Riyadh art scene remained
younger and more fragile than other Arab
movements; the government-backed Fine
Art Centre lasted only a few years before
closing in 1974, and the Saudi Art House
suffered the same fate, folding in 1995.
“With very limited platforms for their work,
artists would show at their own houses or
find temporary spaces,” Bardaouil added.
Now, the situation has radically changed,
with Saudi art on a resurgence and
Alsaleem’s eldest daughter, Najla, an artist
herself, relaunching her father’s brainchild as
SAHRA, the Saudi Art House Reactivated.

Omar Khairy/George Edward. Tailoring House. 1979. Indian ink on wood.
66 x 79 cm. Image courtesy of Khayat Private Collection

Perhaps the least familiar of the Arab
Modernist schools is that which developed
in Khartoum, arguably originating from
Nigeria’s Mbari Club of 1961, a hub for
art, literature and theatre. When Ibrahim El
Salahi returned to Sudan in the mid-1960s
after his studies in the UK, he realised that
the local curriculum was only replicating
foreign models. In the excellent exhibition
catalogue, Salahi, who was recently
celebrated in a 2013 Tate Modern solo show
(the first looking at African modernism) is
quoted: “I left Sudan and then came back.
Suddenly I started looking around me and
seeing things, the artistic units in the simple
farmers’ handmade Sudanese crafts,
the colours and techniques they use … I
was touched and shocked by the beauty
of these things. I had lived [with them]

my entire life but I only saw them after I
returned with fresh new eyes.” The value of
expressing an affinity with local traditions
became a prerequisite for the group, which
is now attracting long-overdue recognition.
Some of the undoubted highlights include
works by fellow Sudanese pioneer in the
‘Sudanisation’ of modern art practices,
Omer Khairy and his English alter ego
George Edward, where “you see local
vegetation and the colours and patterns
you’d find in local fabrics or tribal
masks,” Bardaouil added. “There are also
references to local Christian iconography
from Ethiopia. With Salahi, it is very clear
that he is finding new expression for African
elements, while incorporating the local
architecture and landscape that surrounds
these artists.”
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